
❖ Inclusion

❖ Diversity

❖ Equity

❖ Access, Accommodation, 
Advocacy, Accountability

A Good IDEA…
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SHARING IN

SMALL

GROUP

BREAKOUTS

Your Leadership Autobiography
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EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP ROLES

Visionary

Planner

Evaluator

Advocate

Relationship Builder

Change Agent

Financial Manager

Fundraiser

Nurturer

Carlson and Donohoe (2010)
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Visionary: “Here’s the way.”

Coercive:  “Do what I tell you.”

Affiliative:  “People come first.”

Democratic:  “What do you think?”

Pacesetting:  “Keep up!”

Coaching:   “Try this.”
Goleman, 1995

LEADERSHIP STYLES



PERSON-IN-ENVIRONMENT
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Aren’t we each more of an “embeddual” than an individual?



Within Society

Within                    
Community

Program or 
Organization

Others

Yourself

LEADING…
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CONCEPTUALIZATIONS OF LEADERSHIP…

Position & Possession

Story & Space

Stewardship

Power to Affirm Desired Identities

Organizer & Negotiator of 
Individual Desires & 
Collective Demands

Meaning-Making

Cultivating Purpose & Hope

Driver of Org Performance & Results

Making Things Happen

Leader-Member Exchange
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Paradoxical Leadership

adaptive

situational

Shared LeadershipDeclared Leadership

Vision Values Alignment
Voice Collaboration Empowerment

Paradox Examples…

• Taking the lead vs. encouraging others to take the lead

• Reinforcing organizational routines that produce quality vs. innovating/changing

Short-range thinkingLong-range thinking

either-orboth-and

empatheticdirective

McDonald, 2021
Pearce, 2019



DISCUSSION
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What crucial difference does a 
leader make? 

Without your leadership, what 
doesn’t happen? 

With your leadership, what does 
happen?

How might your leadership be 
getting in the way?

And who authorizes your 
leadership?
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Your 
personal 
identity

Your “follower’s” 
or members’ 
expectations

Agent of Instrumentality?
Or Expressive Embodiment?



Luft and Ingham

BLIND SPOTS – OUR SECRETS IN PLAIN SIGHT

1. OPEN

Known to self 
and to others

2. BLIND

Not known to self 
but known to 

others

3. HIDDEN

Known to self but 
not to others

4. UNKNOWN

Not known to self 
or others

The Johari Window
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Our claimed, unclaimed, & unwanted selves

Based upon 
others’ feedback, 
what do you 
understand is your 
biggest blind spot?



FOR REFLECTION
Who do I sometimes 

become in order to cope, 
even survive?
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SELF-PROTECTION RACKETS
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Name one of the “rackets” you run

✓ What benefit do you get out of running it?

✓ What does  it enable you to avoid?

✓ What does it cost you or your relationships?

B
re

a
k

o
u

ts



DISCUSSION
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Knowing your rackets &                      
blind-spots…

How might you go about tackling 
a specific current challenge?
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CULTURE
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CULTURE

 Assumptions, beliefs, values, symbols, norms, standards

 Influences how people think, act, and experience 

 Environments in which people live and work

 Group, organizational, and community DNA

 Narratives and shared story

 Socially constructed

 Both a strength and a limitation

 Belonging & othering 

 Identity “holding environment”

 Hierarchy of who is valued and who isn’t
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SOCIAL HIERARCHIES
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Dominant 
groups

Subordinate 
groups



SOCIAL HIERARCHIES
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Dominant 
groups

Subordinate 
groups



SOCIAL HIERARCHIES
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2008 – America is Declared a 
Post-Racial Society!
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DOMINANT (WHITE) U.S. CULTURE
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WHITEBOARD

Which characteristics of 
dominant white culture do I 

exhibit?

How is that impacting my 
leadership and the people in my 
organization, including clients or 

mission-beneficiaries?

-27-

Okun, 1999



ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY…
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Where am I in                      
my journey?

Advancing Intersectional Equity



PAIRED

CHECK-INS
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1 thing you’re energized by?

1 thing you’re challenged by?

1 thing you’re resolved to do?

Lately…



FIVE CAPABILITIES FOR ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Leadership
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Structure

Accountability
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Stockholm syndrome, as enacted & enforced by oppressive dominant culture     
(societal, organizational)?
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Surfacing… 
o the invisible
o the unspoken
o the unconscious
o our collective 

“rackets”

The imagined self 
(as finished 
reproduction)

The unimaginable self
(as unfinished processing)

Suturing 
together



THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL IDENTITY & 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
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Group

Institution Individual

purpose
policies 
practices 
procedures
protocols

beliefs
values
narratives
norms
standards
who holds value
behavior

beliefs 
emotions 
needs 
intentions
stories

Social 
Identity
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INDIVIDUAL SELF-PROTECTION RACKETS

- & THEIR CONTEXTUALIZED FUNCTION & DYSFUNCTION



-34- The Organization Unconscious
Our emotional life together & our collective “rackets”

The “peaceable kingdom”

Our limitless potential

Social Defenses
(coping)

Shared Fantasies
(hoping)

System Psychodynamics

Idealization examples…Passive aggressive examples…

Conscious

Unconscious

Espousing a value, but 
behaviorally disavowing it.

Anxieties, Desires, 
Projections, Introjections Arnaud 2012  Voronov 2014 

Vince 2019  McDonald 2021

A vision worth sacrificing 
for

Escapism into a 
better past or future

Consensus through 
communication 

Blaming & scapegoating

Cynical detachment

Org purpose uncontested
Resentful demoralization

Withhold authorizing
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Institutions (whether families, schools, workplaces, 
social circles, etc.) are sites of 
cultural/sociopolitical reproduction (norms).

Psychodynamically within institutional life 
(including sociopolitical life), the process of 
identification (who you identify and align with) 
constitutes your social/public and even your inner 
life.  Trumpism (the cult of the repressive power 
leader) exemplifies this phenomenon.

Leadership as holding presence.
Leadership as learning.
Conflicted culture, conflicted organization, conflicted leader.
The structural processes of innocent violence within institutions and within 
the complicity of leader/follower dynamics.

Orgs aren’t merely 
machineries of 
production and 
scaling; they’re 
communities with 
identities & 
psychodynamics of 
their members 
(including fantasies 
and defenses), as 
work is 
constituative of 
personal & social 
identity, life. And 
community is 
about bringing 
collective care into 
existence and 
keeping it.

containment/explanation of 
difficult/threating emotions or 
ideas and their disturbing affect, 

uncomfortable truths (like the 
value of ambivalence in the 
contradiction of being of two 
minds and mixed feelings and 
dualities & multiplicities, the 

containment, combativeness & 
care) that necessarily displace 

leaders or 
dehumanizing/disconnected 

The fiction of leaders who promise illusory 
deliverance from anxiety and threats.  
Leaders whose power depends upon 
people’s worries about an external enemy or 
looming threat.



-36- Violent Innocence:
Contradictions at the heart of leadership

Social Defenses
(sooth & XYZ)

Shared Fantasies
(imprison & inspire) 

System Psychodynamics

Conscious

Unconscious

Violent innocence as self-
idealizing defense enacted 
through gaslighting & 
supported by concomitant 
bystander ‘crimes of 
obedient collusion’

Power relations & 
patterns of domination Vince 2014; Lacan

Excessive 
positivity as 
emotional 
denial/invalida
tion, social 
control , 
mechanism of 
dominance & 

caring collaboration 
& the impossible 
desire for unity

fairness

The desire to 
empower

Leaders as recipient of 
system-wide projections. 
Projective identification 
& introjection

Effectiveness 
prescriptions

Coherence, choice, control

The unconscious: the 
dimension of otherness

Illusory positivity

Shared/distributed 
leadership
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Bion… development & 
creativity spring from the 
alternating interaction 
between the paranoid-
schizoid position (splitting 
into good/bad external 
partial-object binary) and the 
depressive position 
(integrating the good/bad 
into a whole-object within)

Containing & holding & relieving 
intragroup psychic 
disturbances…disavowal of reality 
(including refusal to face problems), 
illusory positivity, group resistance to 
innovation, professional stress & 
burnout, excessive absenteeism, 
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Focus

St
ru

ct
u

re

Inward Outward

Stability

Flexibility
Clan (human relations)         

Values cohesion, participation, 
communication, personal family-like 
place; mentoring, nurturing, tight 
social networks. ROLE: 
Mentor/facilitator.  

Hierarchy (process)  

Favors structure & control; 
coordination & efficiency; stability is 
important; efficient, stable, 
processes highly valued. ROLE: 
Monitor/Coordinator

Market (quantifiable goal) 

Results-oriented, getting the job 
done; values competition & 
achievement; customer driven. 
ROLE: Producer/Director

Adhocracy (open systems) 

Dynamic environment; 
entrepreneurial risk-taking; values 
adaptability, growth, and innovative 
products or services. ROLE:  
Innovator/Broker

Power
Concentrated Distributed

Organizational Culture Archetypes
Quinn, 1999
McDonald, 2018



BREAKOUTS
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What is your organization’s                           
cultural archetype?

Strengths of your culture?

Its dysfunctional “rackets”?

So how will your change management 
agenda be helped or hindered by your  
culture’s archetype?



GROUP

DISCUSSION

Why do our organizational change 
efforts often fall short, aren’t 

sustained, or outright fail?
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Who are we institutional elites 
repressing and oppressing, 

perpetuating our institutions’ 
propensity for intersectional 

oppression and structural violence*?

The powerful,
privileged 

& advantaged. 

The marginalized,
disadvantaged & oppressed,

experiencing structural violence.
Forms of resistance to status quo include cynical “misbehavior.” 

Us

Them

Saviors

Scapegoats • Johan Galtung 
bell hooks 

Status quo institutional
political system & org structure Org elites’ forms of resistance

to status quo include firewalling 
their emotional vulnerability, 
being emotionally detached, 
and delegating the emotional 
labor & repressive actions to 
subordinates 

S
u

rve
illa

n
c

e

*an avoidable 

impairment of 
human needs 
by institutions
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y
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THREE DOMAINS OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP KNOWLEDGE

Meso - transorganization
Community partners
Interest groups
Suppliers
Competitors
Funders
Regulatory entities
Media

Macro – community
Socio-cultural
Economic
Political
Ecological
Public policy
Institutions

Micro – intra-organization
Clients
Staff
Volunteers
Board
Management
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Research. Knowledge.  Expertise.  Lived Experience. Practice.

And whose is prioritized, centered?



MANAGERIAL KNOWLEDGE EXAMPLE…
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Directly serve, as well 
advocate for policy 

change

Harness market forces 
and operate better than 

a business

Convert individual 
supporters into 

evangelists for the 
cause

Build and nurture 
nonprofit networks, 

treating other groups 
as allies

Proactively adapt to the 
changing environment

Share leadership, 
empowering others to 

be forces for good

6 Traits of High-Impact Nonprofits
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Crutchfield, 2009



BREAKOUTS

In Petriglieri article, what most 
resonates with you and why? 

How might you put that to work 
in your organization?
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CULTURE AS A MEANING-MAKING, IDENTITY-FORMING

HOLDING ENVIRONMENT
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• Group/Organizational emotional life over (and under) task life

• Surfacing unconscious forces in organizations
• Social defenses (e.g. passive/aggressive nonprofit sector’s dominant cultural 

norm)

• Shared Fantasies (e.g. perfectionism’s “we’ll get it right when…or if only…”)

• Norming tension and conflict

• Holding environment1

SO IS ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
MORE ABOUT HOLDING THAN VISIONING?

1 Identity formation & evolution
Me/not-me boundaries; transitional creative space (“play”)

Belonging and non-coerced we-ness
Mirroring dynamics between self-others
“Good enough” relational holding
Org culture content vs. container (the politics of org 

relationships)

1 Lacan 1936; Winnicott 1965; Van Buskirk 1999; Petriglieri 2020



Luft and Ingham, as adapted by McDonald

PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION

IN REDUCING EMOTIONAL DISTANCING

1. EXPRESSED

Our visible culture 

2. REPRESSED

Our groups’ rackets

The elephant in                       
the room

3. OPPRESSED

Visible to some,
Hidden from others

The knee to the neck

4. LIBERATED

The undiscovered 
country

A System Psychodynamics Johari Window

-48-

✓ From member-followers’ point-of-view, projective identification fills leaders 
with the group’s emotions to act on behalf of group’s defenses and 
fantasies.

✓ From leaders’ point-of-view, allows projections to be held, accepted, 
metabolized, and returned to the group in a less virulent form

Lewin 1943; Bion 1961; Kahn 1990;  Petriglieri 2003

Claimed & wanted identities Unclaimed & unwanted identities
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GIVING POWER AWAY– POWER OVER, POWER TO, POWER WITH, POWER WITHIN

To the 

community 

member when 

something can 

be done 

individually

To the 

frontline

professional

when they are 

responsible for 

delivering 

services or 

acting on 

behalf of an 

individual

To local

groups when a 

group wants to 

take action 

that will have 

wider benefits

To the 

community

when decision 

needs to be 

taken 

collectively

To a local

democratic

institution to 

take action at 

a higher 

collective or 

specialist level

Nationally

where there 

can only be 

one, provider 

facilitator, or 

steward

In this spectrum, where does your nonprofit participate? 

And how do you ensure that the voices of those most impacted 
by a policy, practice, or decision are directly heard from?
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FOR

SELF-REFLECTION

How does your own power & privilege help 
you (and hinder you) and your leadership 

effectiveness?

How is your institution’s power & privilege 
helping or hindering your clients or 

beneficiaries? 

How might you use “shared leadership,”  
including co-directorship?
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THE NONPROFIT SECTOR
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Business

nonprofits

Civil Society

Government



NONPROFIT SECTOR’S STRUCTURAL DEFICIENCIES

Maladies Possible Remedies (sample)

Territorialism Collaboration & ecosystem impact

Paternalism Client voice in governance (i.e. social accounting)

Excessive amateurism or 
professionalism

Professional development for both

Accountability gap* Accessible mission-impact metrics/dashboard from 
beneficiaries

Resource insufficiency Diverse, scalable capital & revenues; voluntarism &    in-
kinds; M&A; networked ecosystem organizations

54

*Wherever there is taboo space, accountability  is missing.
Molotov,2010

Salamon, 1987
*Asymmetries of Power



Nonprofit organizational dilemmas include….

Obligation… Whose need (which org stakeholder) is most 
important to serve? This is the Who question.

Utility…Given our central, enduring, & distinguishing attributes 
as an organization, what provides greatest mission-impact?  
This is the What question.

Innovation…Invest in today’s relevancy or tomorrow’s game-
changing agenda?  This is the When question.

Distribution…Where is it most important to compete to serve 
and where collaborate to serve? And where is depth of service 
needed vs breadth of service? This is the Where question.

The Mission & Vision Statements address the Why question. 
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ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY…
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Advancing Intersectional Equity



GOVERNING BOARDS & ACCOUNTABILITY

Dimension Centralized Power & 
Accountability

Distributed Power & 
Accountability

Identity & theme Paternalistic stewardship Participatory democracy

Approach Systems-control Process-relational

Structure Self-authorized corporate 
principals & management agent

Community-authorized 
organizational stakeholders & 
societal members

Process Monitoring an outsider agenda Negotiating insider needs & 
solutions

Mission 
appropriateness 

For transactional purpose & 
services; microsystem focus on 
responding to social, economic, 
political conditions.

For transformative purpose;                     
root-cause macrosystem focus on 
reforming social, economic, 
political conditions. 

Coule (2015), McDonald (2021)

In spaces of institutional power, whose voices are centered & prioritized in our decision-making?   
➢ Those most impacted by our programs & policies?
➢ Organizational elites removed from the front-line? 
➢ Donors/Funders? 
➢ Media (brand-risk fear of “being on the front-page” of the paper)?  

“God first made idiots.  That was for practice.  Then he made boards.” – Mark Twain



ADVANCING INCLUSION & EQUITY
ANIMATING GENERATIVE ENERGY
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High power; 
highly impacted

High power;  
less impacted

Low power;  
less impacted

Low power; 
highly impacted

Intentional inclusion

WHO has power?

WHO is impacted?

For the sake of a shared vision of the future, and a vision of a shared future.



DISCUSSION

Which group has the most power 
in your organization and why?

Which group needs more power 
and why?  And what are you willing 
to do as an organizational leader 

to make that happen?
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Leadership

Culture

Knowledge

Structure

Accountability
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Decolonizing and liberating our institutions 
through organized resistance: A new community change 

paradigm for organizational elites and their member-followers?


